Checklist

10 Best Practices for Customers
on a New Relic Browser Pro Trial
1

Reference the New Relic University for helpful stepby-step tutorials and other educational resources to
get you started using New Relic Browser like a pro.

4 Select countries to highlight in the Geography
Dashboard. This is where you can understand

browser performance from a global perspective,
with color-coded Apdex scores showing your

2 Get familiar with the Browser Monitoring Overview,

New Relic’s central dashboard that provides browser
performance information at a glance. For more detailed

end users’ experience by country. Under Browser
settings, you’ll see the option to select up to five
countries or regions to keep a close eye on.

dashboards and analysis, just click on a link in one of
those charts.

5 Set up a URL whitelist to group browser metrics
of similar pages. New Relic Browser uses URL

patterns for metrics that appear on the Page views
dashboard and AJAX dashboard. URL pattern

3 Manage your Apdex settings to measure users’

satisfaction with the response time of an application
or service. Apdex T is the central value for Apdex—
be sure to set an Apdex T value that is meaningful
to your specific browser app. For apps that are also
monitored by New Relic APM, you can set separate
Apdex T values for Browser and APM. (Wondering
what to set your Apdex to? This blog post can help.)

grouping can be done automatically based on New
Relic Browser’s analysis of the website’s URL space or
you can also create your own URL whitelist patterns.
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6 Understand page load timing and how New Relic

defines time spent loading the page, up until the

8 Enable Session Traces, JavaScript Errors, and

AJAX Timing features. New Relic Browser does not

onload event. This will help you read the Browser

automatically enable these features for all Browser

Overview dashboard’s main Browser page load time

apps, so be sure to follow these short steps to

chart, which shows the average page load time

begin capturing and digging into Session Traces,

broken down into color-coded segments.

JavaScript Errors and AJAX calls.
a. From the New Relic menu bar, select Browser >
Browser apps > (selected app) > Settings.
b. From the Browser agent instrumentation options,
select Pro features.
c. Select Save application settings.
d. Wait approximately five minutes for information
to become available.

9 Drill into Session Traces, which provide a detailed
timeline of the load and interaction events during a

webpage’s full life cycle. Page load timing, individual
asset loads, user interactions, AJAX requests, callbacks,
errors, and other events appear in an interactive
timeline which includes a detailed waterfall visualization,

7 Check out your Page Views to understand which

pages receive the most traffic on your site and which

a heat map overview, and highlighted metrics and
problems related to that session.

have the slowest performance. These are listed out
as URLs to make it easier for you to identify which
pages need the most attention, alongside critical
metrics around throughput, corresponding AJAX
calls, backend transactions and more.

10 Create Custom Dashboards to pull graphs from New

Relic APM, New Relic Browser, New Relic Mobile, and
New Relic Servers into one end-to-end, unified view.

Want more user tips?
• Check out our Tutorials page.
• Read the documentation.
• Ask a question in the New Relic Community Forum.
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